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Abstract Based on 2D Janbu’s generalized procedu re of slices(GPS)，a new Ih ree．

dimensional slope stabi|ity analysis method has been developed in which alI foFees

acting on the discretized blocks in static equilibrium are taken into accounl in alI three

directions．In this method．1he potential sliding mass ie divided into rigid blocks and each

block Is analyzed separately by using both geometric relations and static equi|ibrium

formulations，By introducing force boundary conditions the stability problem is

determined statically．The proposed method can be applied to analyze the stability of

slopes with various types of potential sliding surfaces，complicated geological boundaries

and stratifications，water pressure．and earthquake loading This method can also be

helpful jn determining individuaf factor of safety and focaI potentia『sliding direction for

each block As an extension of 2D Janbu’s method。lhe presenl method has both the

advantages and disadvantages of Janbu’e generalized procedure of slices．

Keywords：slope stability analysis，three-dimensionalana【ysis，limit equilibrium．
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1 Introduction

Most slope stability allalyses were performed under 2D limit equilibrium framework

in geotechrdcal engineering．As indicated by Stark and Eid【“．in the existing 2D methods．

the calculation of the factor of safety for a slope was carried out under assuming a

plane—strain condition．i e the failure surface of the slope was assumed infinitely wide．

Although 2D slope stability analysis for a slope was relatively conservative，the devel—

oped theories and numerical methods were still valuable．Felknias’s method“1．Bishop’s

method■Janbu’s generalized proceduremJ．Morgenstem and Price’s methodIo J，

Spencer’s method⋯1．and Sarma’s method⋯⋯seem to be more classieal and popular

and have been further conected into a number of commercial codes．

However,most practical slope stability problems require further 3D stability analysis．
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As a matter of fact，a number of 3D methods have been developed and applied in practi—

cal engineering in the past decades Baligh and Azzouz唑Londe et a1．。巴Hovlandtl3】，
Cben and Chamean【14】，Leshchinsky et al叫“，Hungr et a1．㈣81，Zhang【19】’Lam and

FredlundI⋯．Huang and Tsai川．Chen et a1．阢2”are among the researchers who pre—

sented 3D metheds and the numerical results．

Most of the existing 3D methods were based on the assumption that the longitudinal

sections of the slip surface were circuln or the whole failure surface was approximately

regarded as all elliptic revolution⋯．Up to now,only a few methods can be applied to

analyze asymmetrical problems with arbitrary slip surfaces existing widely in practical

geotechnical engineering．Chen and Chameau。1⋯derived a method being considered as

all extension of Spencer’s method；Zhang。1⋯proposed a simpler method related

Spencer’s method；Leshchinsky et al
01’’”1

presented a generalized method based on

vadational principle；Lam and Fredlund’s methodo“’was based on the assumption of the

funcfion of inter-block force，and it was more suitable for symmetrical problem；Chen et

al“23j calculated the 3D factors of safety of slopes by using the upper bound theoren：L

It is well known that the factor of safety F2 calculated bv 2D method is smallcr than

F3 obtalned by 3D method，because F2 is calculated for the most critical 2D section．By

examining Chen and Chaineau，s㈣14 assumptions and results．Hutchinson and Sarma【24】

pointed out that the ratio of F3／F2 may approach 1．0 but should never fall beIow 1 O

Duncan‘D1 reviewed the existing 3D works since the late 1960s by comparison of Fz and

F3．

Duncan”刮classified the problems in the existing literature into three categories：11

slopes witll curved plane．or containing comers；21 slopes subjected to loads of limited

extent at the top；and 31 slopes in which me potential failure surfaces are constrained by

physical boundaries．Huang“”summarized 3D works into another two categories：1、

research on the so—called“end effect"’or“boundary effect'’of 3D slopes；and 2、devel—

opment of a rigorous method for calculation of factors of safety for slopes

Usually,the factor of safety of a potential fmlure slope can be regarded as a meas—

urement of the safety degree of the whole slope in macroscopic view In addition，the

stability allalysis should also include the following aspects besides the calculafion of the

whole factor of safety for the slope：1、to find out local factor of safety for any part of a

slope；2)to determine the sliding directions at any specified positions of a slope；and 3)

to give some advices for practical engineering design．As ones know,most 3D stability

allalyses are based on the limit equilibrinm theory and certain discretization techniques．

Therefore there are three reasons for us to be able to achieve the objective above—men-

tioned by means of developing a more rigorous method：1)since the whole failure mass

is discretized into blocks and the static equilibrium equations are buiIt for each block．

the individual factor of safety for each block can be given definitely；21 by combining

the geometric characteristies of slip surface，the sliding direction for each block can be

determined；and 3、once the above two studies have been completed．the engineering
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design should be focused on coping with the most dangerous area with smaller factor of

safety than elsewhere of the slope．

Lam and Fredlund o‘⋯noticed the shortcoming of the 3D analysis about the sliding di—

rection in the existing methods，but their method still failed to find out the correct sliding

direction for slopes．Based on 2D Bishop’s method．Huang。‘11 presented a significant

WOrk which is capable of predicting both local factor of safety and sliding direction．

However,Huang’S method can only be applied to a slope with circular slip surfaces．For

asymmetrical excavation unloading and geological conditions，as the author mentioned，

the method may give an overestimated factor of safety．

With all of the force and moment equilibrium equations being satisfied，2D Janbu’S

procedure of slices(GPS)belongs to one of the rigorous methods，which may be applied

to various kinds of slip surfaces．It has alSO been adopted by a number of commercial

programs available widely．nis paper presents a new 3D limit-equilibfimn method for

slope stability analysis，in Which the factors of safety for each part of the failure mass

may be dif琵rent and the local potential sliding direction is determined．As an extension

of 2D Janbu’s method，the presented 3D method Can be applied to analyzing the stability

of slopes with various types of potential sliding surfaces，complicated geological

boundaries and stratifications，water pressure，seismic loading，as well as other external

loadings

2 Basic principle and 3D limit equilibrium analysis

2，1 Discretization and the forces on a single block

The discretization process is the

same as traditional 2D analysis in

which the potential failure mass is di—

vided into vertical rigid slices．The

only requirement in the proposed

method is that the projection of the

discretized blocks on horizontal X—Y

plane should lie on m rOWS(parallel to

the X—direction)and n columns(par—
aiM to the y-direction)in two perpen—

dicular directions．The normal vector

of the bottom surface of each block

namely the slip surface，is represented

by that of a fitting plane with two dip

anglesⅨ：and d曼，and the forces

acting on a single block are shown in

Fig 1
o

Fig 1 Schematic diagramoftheforces acting Ola ablock
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Nomendatum

m number of rowsto discretizethe slope
re'J dip angle of the bottom surface of the block

”

(id)with respecttotheY direction

n number ofcolumns to discretize the slope O'J angle between s'2 and s：

i theithlOW

J thejth column

(“)serial number ofblock

Ⅳ。weight ofthe blockfijl

P”overburden force Oil the block(0)

Ⅳ。鬈龆黑”““嘶””m曲“一晌。“
H，shear force on the bottom surface of the block(id)
、。with respecttothe directionparalleltothez—Zplane

nJ shear force Oil the bottom surface of the block(iJ)
“wlth respecttothedirection paralleltothey-zplane

S7 shear resistance on bottom surlace ofthe block Li0

p’高“舢““““”“⋯幽”缸恤M诎
E?horizontal inter-block thrust force in the xdirection

F。』horizontalinter-blockthrustforceintheY
。dwectlon

F。thrust
force acting On the block at the right end ofthe

。’汕row

F—thrust
force acting on the block at the left end of the

“lm row

F‘thrust force acting Oil the block at the back end ofthe

“J山column

妒angle between s?and s：

X—component of normal vector ofthe bottom

surface ofthe block(ij)

Y—component ofIlOFIflal vector ofthe botfom

surface ofthe block(id)

z-component of normal vector ofthe bottom

surface oftheblock(盯)

J。pore water pressure coefficient

seismic coefficients corresponding tO the z

direction

seismic coefficients co“esponding to the Y

direction

vertical height of the centroid of weight of

the block(i,j)to the bottom plane

height of the thrust line Oil the left side of

the block(if)

hal曲t of the thrust line on the right side of

the block(14)

height of the thrust line on the front side of

the block(啪

height of the thrust lthe Oil the back side of

the block(如

Ax widthofblockwith respecttothexdirection

衄widthofblockwith respecttotheYdirection

C”cohesion ofbottom surface ofthe block(1J)

眨：：?“forc。ac“。g。“m。block mth。h眦en“01％jjth～“column "0

⋯，vertical lmer-block shear force on the Inter bloek
，，

“1
planeperpendiculartothe』direction

^

H‘J
vertical inter-block shear force on the inter block

7

plane perpendicular to the y direction

TJ，horizontal inter-block shear force on the inter-block
1

pla／le parallel to the z-z direction

刊，horizontal intar-block shear force on the inter-block

’plane paralleltothey-zdirection

“dip angle ofthe bottom surface ofthe blockli。nwith

““respecttothe』direction

friction angle ofbottom surface ofthe block

t切

areaofbottom surface ofthe block(f∽

■’factorof safety inthex direction

F?factor of safetyintheydirection

p individualfactor of safety ofthe blocklI．j1

F thewholefactorof safetyfor a slope
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2 2 Basic assumptions

As the deformation is not under considerafton in the analysis process，some assump—

tions should be in仃oduced to render the problem to be solved statically in a11 the existing

limit equilibrium methods．Lam and Fredlund“”summarized the knowns and unknowns

in their method and concluded that the number of assumptions need to be lutroduced is

8mxn if the slope iS discretized into m rows and n columns．m this proposed method，the

moment equilibrium equation is built for every block．Thus the number of assumptions

must be larger than 8mxn 1_ble 1 shows the relevant knowns and llnknowus in this

method

Tablel Sunmlary ofknown3 and unknownsfor solving 3Dfactors of safety bytheproposedmethod

Knowns：

Force equilibrium equations
in three directions

Moment equilibrium equationsmoundTandY axes

MolarCoalomhfailure criteriafor slip sudaces

Definitions cf pi and F≯

∥’al"e equalfori=1⋯m，J=1⋯n

∥1’&re equalfori=1⋯m．J=1⋯n

HorJzom出t}鼬目forces and vertical shear forces on ihe kn锄d fronI bouncIafies

Sums ofthruztforcesirltheJ direction and Y direction．respectively

Subtotal ofknowns

2mn

2M2n

lOmn+2m+2n

Unknowns：

Forces on glip surfaces

Points of action for forces on glip SUIfaces

Shear s【rengths on slip surfaces

Inter-block forces and foFoes on houndaries

Points ofacfionforInter—blockfotees andforces on boundaries

■。and■。

Subtoral for unknowns

Assumptions need to be ingoduced

3mm+l】+3n∽+1)

3re(n+1)+3n咖十1)

2mn

21Ⅲ6m*6n
1 Imn十_4m+4n

Furthermore，in order to solve 3D analysis problems statically,the following assump—

bons are introduced in this method：

f1)the normal Vector of bottom surface for each block is represented by that of a fit-

ting plane；all points of action for forces on boUom surface are at the geometric center

(subtotal：3mn)；

(2)the horizontal inter-block shear forces&re neglected，namly《’。=0 and《’k 0

(subtotal：m枷+1)+"(m+1))；

(3)the height for the thrust line(in vertical inter-block plane)is a third of the average

heightoftheinter-block quadrangle(subtotal：3m伽+1)+3n(m+1))；
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(4)forces on boundary are known．

The above assumptions have widely been used in 2D／3D stability analyses and some

have been tested by numerical method[20'⋯．According to assumption(2)，the moment

equilibrium equation around z-axis will be automatically satisfied．

2·3 Formulataon oI the proposed method

To ensure the descrefized rigid blocks in equilibrium，the following equations should

be satisfied(see Fig．1)：

s2 COS畦7+(Ⅳ”+气·W”)·，《7一K。W”+瞬7一E’“=0， (1)

s舅cos础+(删+o·W“协n；7一K·W“’+骘7一矽。’=o， (2)

s2 sin蛾：+S甏·sin哦i十【N。十k·Wi J)·吐i

+日：’一日；川+日y一日尹1¨一w”一尸‘’=o， (3)

黟Ⅵ·睁7+i1△y恤磺)一∥·∽。三1△，-．t觚蟛]
一妒7 i1缈～日；’·j1匈+b∥·∥=。， (4)

一砖’-(母7+12缸劬蟛)+E_(∥一!：Ax tan础]

+日：川·；血+日：。·12血一k ww噬’，=。． (5)

According to limit equilibrium，the shear resistance on the bottom surface can be ex-

pressed as

s；’=c”小。+胪7·tall矿’， (6)

where∥，∥and A“are cohesion，friction angle，and area of bosom surface of the

block(j，力．The factors of safety with respect to the z and Y directions are defined like in

ref．[21]
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Obviously the following relaUon IS satlstled

哎i s乏=F≯·s蟊 ∽

Then the two components of shear force on bottom surface s2 and s翟can be writ—

ten as

s善2专’(ci,JAi,J+Ni,J．taIl(pi,j)， (10)

s岩=古(c”小’+Ⅳf”．m∥)· (11)

From eq．(3)，the normal force on the bosom surface can be obtmned

Ni,J=矿，(wi,J+pi,j+Ani,』十AH；'j-S善sin础一渺sin喇)一‘‘∥，(12)

where△H：。=日：川-Hi'’and A日；’=H尹1”一日；’，and eq．(12)call be rewritten

Ⅳ。·，=

(w¨+P1’7+△H；7+△日?。一n：”·屹Wu)一C¨A叫

∥⋯矿卜[等+嗲]
(13)

Substituting eq．(12)into eqs．(10)and(11)and combining eq．(9)，s2 and s；7 are

expressed as

s■：土
“

∥’’

5舅。方

n：⋯C川A’7+tan qo‘”∽Ⅵ+∥+△日；7+埘；7一：7·吃·Ww)

砖⋯an叫等+≯]
n：⋯C⋯A。+tan 6p'一叫”+∥+衄：’+△日；’一n：’·乇·W”)

∥⋯-(等+等]
Then．the shear resistance on bottom surface iS obtained

n：MCⅢA 7+tan dpi”(wu+Pw+△H；。+△日；7一n≯屹·Wu)

ny+tan∥’7

f14)

(15)

f16)

等监一∥
，竺_

、

等等
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Here，the differences of the thrust forces in the x and Y directions are denoted as

△殴’=E州一砖’， (17)

址；kE≯一E；i

From eqs．(1)and(2)，△哎7 and△E’are expressed as

峰㈦≯』等
+譬．@u+Pu}&H：i+kHy)一K，。wu

”：’

掣叫等

(18)

n91

∥2蕊转磐ni,J一心∞日一耳+il参1l∥。+P”+△日：～△H；。∥鼍茅jJ一手K‘∥。
Copyright by Science in China Press 2005
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Similarly,considering boundary conditions in thejth colunm，one can obtain

z△砖’=E一瑶， (23)
，

掣=霹藉磐一埘，The thrust forces哎J and戤|call be calculated in—order according to eqs

and(20)：

牡一-[等芳C等十等]]
}氅÷研¨+pi,i+蝴，~J々and,J)一K,x w，i

n!’
、 1

弘纠偿等一芳黟+等]]
+Tn7(wV+pi,J+AHi"J+△日；7)一K,y w¨

”y

(19)

f25、

(26)

Eqs．(4)，(5)，(17)and(18)result in the vertical shear forces acting on the lateral sides

neglecting the small quantifies with hilgh order：

日二7=[砭7(群’7一碍’7)+△酵’碍7+k wⅥ-噬’。】·五1， (27)

日y=[E；’’(磁”一隧。)+嗡’‘磅7+Ksy‘Ⅳ“’’聪。】‘素· (28)

The factors of safety for each block with respect to the x and Y directions have been

determined by now，and the acting forces Call also be calculated accordingly．To give the

real factor of safety and the sliding direction of each block(i．e．the direction of the real

mobilized shear force sy)，one can combine the tWO components of the shear force on

www sclchina eorl_1
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the bottom surface to get the real mobilized shear force毋7

S；k水s苌甲HS苌甲+2·s：ls》sin睫sin鸭i．(聊
Thenthe realfactorof safety ofthe bIock(f，力is expressed byits definition

p，：等． (3。)
S!’7

。 。

The relationships between彤，F≯and p can be obtained from the force trian．

gle formed by s2，s／and∥on the bosom surface of the block(f，J)according

to the law of sine唑The sliding direction of the block is determined by the angle口。

between$7 and s2，and∥V satisfies the following expression：

sinflu：!=．sin0“
F1’i

f311

where 0“is the angle between s毫and S；i and call be determined by the geometric

characteristic of the bottom surface of the block．

In fact，when the factor of safety of each block is determined，the stability problem of

the slope should be focused on determination of the most dangerous position and the

sliding direction．Howeveg the factor of safety for the failure mass as a whole call still

be given as conventional 2D and 3D analyses by the following definition：

zzs)’F=蒜． (32)
∑∑S：’，

、 7

i J

3 Validity of the proposed method

Two examples are used to verify the validity of this method．The first example is from

Zhang。1⋯which is a symmetrical problem with the．slip surface being regarded as all el—

liptic revolution(Figs．2--4)．The second example is a11 asymmetrical one，the slip sur-

face of which is featured with part of all ellipsoidal surface，but the lengths of the three

axes are different(Fig．5，Fig．6)．

3．1 Example 1

Figs．2—4 show the geometric characteristics of the failure mass(see refs．【19，20，

221)．The calculated factors of safety using the present method are sumrnanzed in Table

2 for the slope under six conditions．The factor of safety and sliding direction of each

block will be presented in Part II of this paper in detail．Results obtained by Zhang㈣are
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Fig 2 Top surface ofthe slope in example 1 Fig 3 Concave slip surface in example l

42 7 36 6 30 5 24 4 18．3 】2．2 6

18 3

6

0

Fig 4 Longitudinal sections andgeometric size ofthe slope

卜．-—一“86m———叫
Fig 5 Ellipsoidal slip surface in example 2 Fig 6 Longitudinal sections ofthe slope

Table2 Comparisonoffactors of safetyfor a slope under six conditions
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also given in Table 2．The factor of safety of the simple slope calculated by the upper

bound theorem in ref．[22]is 2．262．

3．2 Example 2

Similar to example 1，the top surface of the slope used in example 2 is still a plane，

but the dip angle is 26．5。．The slip surface malf an ellipsoidl and the longitudinal sec—

tions of the slope are shown in Figs．5 and 6．The ellipsoidal slip surface can be ex-

pressed as

≤+譬錾+譬芷乩 (33)
a。 扫。 c‘

in which y0=9．6 m and Zo=31．22 m．a．b and c the half-length ofthe ellipsoidal axes in

x，Y and z directions respectively(here，a=300 m，b=55．26 m and c=31．22 m)．

The factor of safety calculated by this proposed method is 2．228 for the simple slope．
Provided with the ratio of water pressure ru=O．25．the proposed method produces the

factor of safety 1．694．The calculated results of the factors of safety and sliding direc—

tions for a similar example with geometrical asymmetry are presented in Part 1I of this

paper also．

4 Coneluding remarks

In conventional stability analysis by using limit equilibrium method．the factor of

safety for a slope is for the whole failure mass，assuming that each slice／block has the

same factor of safety value．In the present method，each block is subjected to the action

of forces from bot}l horizontal and longitudinal dffections Hence．it is certain that the

block has two factors of safety with respect to two directions，and the real factor of

safety of the block is obtained by combining the two component factors of safety．The

sliding direction of each block can also be determined by using the geometric character-

istics．Thus the blocks of a slope may have different values of factors of safety and slid—

ing directions．This is reasonable and conceivable．

Different interpretations for the factor of safety may lead to different results for the

factor of safety．In the present method，one can consider the blocks in the same row as a

2D problem with force condition being provided in the third dimension．Such a consid—

eration can sufficiently reflect the boundary effect and the geometric feature of slip stir-

face．
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